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and
Varietiesof grouprepresentations
splittingsof 3-manifolds
By MARc CULLER and PETER B. SHALEN

Introduction
This paper introducesa new techniquein 3-dimensional
topology.It is
the theoryofincompressible
based on theinterplay
amonghyperbolicgeometry,
theoryof subgroupsof SL2(F), whereF is a field.
surfaces,and the structure
were used in the originalproofof the Smithconjecture
These same ingredients
fieldofan
and also,forinstance,in [26]; however,by takingF to be thefunction
appropriatecomplexalgebraiccurve,one can apply the structuretheoryof
SL2(F) in a more direct way and therebyobtain answersto many purely
topologicalquestionsthatare inaccessibleby othermethods.
For example,in [6] we apply the techniquesof the presentpaper to show
is carriedby its
thatiftherationalhomologyofa compact,orientable3-manifold
then
boundary,and some componentof the boundaryis non-simply-connected,
separating,bounded,ineitherthe manifoldcontainsa non-boundary-parallel,
to D2 X SI or D' X S' X S'. This
compressiblesurfaceor it is homeomorphic
generalizesthe main theoremof [26]. In [7] we apply our techniquesto obtain
new partialresultson the conjecturethat knotshave propertyP. In [21], a
variationof the methodof the presentpaper willbe used to give new proofsof
resultsofThurston's:thatthespace ofhyperbolicstructures
on
two fundamental
an acylindrical3-manifoldis compact, and that the Thurstonboundaryof
Purelygroup-theTeichmiiller
space consistsof projectivemeasuredlaminations.
will
in
be
oreticalapplications
given [5].
In Section 5 of the present paper, we apply our methodsto obtain
alternativeproofsof the Smithconjectureand the Davis-Morgantheorem[9].
on the structureof
These proofsprovide a good deal of new information
branchedcoveringspaces.Thus Corollary5.1.3 impliesthatifN is a closedcyclic
M, branchedovera (non-empty)
link
branchedcoverof an orientable3-manifold
L whose complementin M is irreduciblebut not Seifert-fibered,
theneitherN
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containsan incompressible
torusor ?T,(N) has a non-trivial
in
representation
PSL2(C). (An appropriateversionof this,Theorem5.1.2, holds fornon-cyclic
regularcoverings.)This is a strongformof the generalizedSmithconjectureand
in additionit providesstrongevidence,in thecase ofregularbranchedcovers,for
Thurston'sconjecture(see ? 4) thatclosed,non-sufficiently
are
large3-manifolds
hyperbolicor Seifert-fibered.
In Section 5 we also find sufficient
conditions(see Theorems5.2.4 and
for
the
5.1.2
and 5.1.3 to haveinfinite
5.2.7)
representations
givenby
image.This
providesa new proofof Davis and Morgan'stheorem[9] aboutgroupactionson
homotopy3-spheres(see our Corollary5.2.6). It also allowsone to provemany
hard conjecturesabout generalclosed3-manifolds,
previously
accessibleonlyfor
Haken manifolds,
forlargeclassesofregularbranchedcoverings.As exampleswe
prove an analogue(Proposition5.3.1) of Waldhausen's"center" theorem[36],
and also an analogue(Proposition5.3.2) of Evans and Jaco'stheorem[11] about
freesubgroupsof 3-manifold
groups.
we shouldliketo call attentionto Theorem4.2.2 below,which
Incidentally,
we feeldeservesto be betterknown.It assertsin effectthatfor"virtualHaken
i.e. closed,irreducible,
oriented3-manifolds
thathave finite-sheeted
manifolds,"
coveringspaces containingincompressible
surfaces,the above-mentioned
conjecture of Thurston'sis true up to homotopyequivalence.Althoughthis follows
easily fromwork done by Meeks-Simon-Yau,
Mostow, Scott, Thurston,and
Waldhausen,it does not seem to have been generallyrecognizedthatthe pieces
fit togetherin this way. We include the resulthere forsome applicationsin
Section5, but it is obviouslyof moregeneralimportance.
Before describingthe basic technique of the paper, let us give some
themein 3-manifold
background.A recurrent
between
theoryis the relationship
a manifoldand its fundamental
group.The idea originatedwithStallings[28]
thata free-product
of a fundamental
decomposition
groupof a 3-manifold
gives
riseto a systemof2-spheresin the manifold.This is exploitedin [29],wherethe
and Whiteheadis derivedas a corollary
of
SphereTheoremofPapakyriakopoulos
the deep algebraicresultthata torsion-free
groupwithinfinitely
manyends is a
non-trivial-free
it was pointedout by Epstein[10] and
product.More generally,
Waldhausen [36] that a decompositionof the fundamentalgroup as a free
productwith amalgamationor HNN group gives rise (noncanonically)to a
surfaces.(See the end of ? 2 below.) One algebraically
systemof incompressible
or HNN decompositions
deep methodforproducingamalgamated-free-product
of a groupis to exploitthe theoryof Tits, Bass, and Serre (see ? 2) on the
structureof subgroupsof SL2(F), where F is a field. If M is a hyperbolic
3-manifold
(see ? 3), ?T1(M)is isomorphicto a subgroupof SL2(C), and the
Tits-Bass-Serre
theory,togetherwiththe Stallings-Epstein-Waldhausen
construcsurfacesin M. These observations,
tion,oftenpermitsone to findincompressible
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1ll

in combination
withThurston'sworkon the existenceofhyperbolicmetrics(see
? 4), were used, forexample,in the originalproofof the Smithconjecture[3];
theorem
theorywas exploitedvia Bass's GL2-subgroup
therethe Tits-Bass-Serre
[1], [2].
The techniqueof the presentpaper depends on consideringthe set of all
This set
representations
of 7T1(N)in SL2(C), whereN is a compact3-manifold.
can be regardedas a complexaffinealgebraicset R (? 1). For each complex
of 'n1(N) in SL2(F),
algebraiccurveC C R, thereis a canonicalrepresentation
where F is the fieldof all rationalfunctionson C. Each point of the smooth
projectivemodel C of C (cf. ? 1) determinesa valuationof F, and by the
a (possiblytrivial)"graph
Tits-Bass-Serre
theory,each suchvaluationdetermines
or "splitting"of?T1(N)(see ? 2; thisis a straightforward
product"decomposition
or HNN decomposition).These
of an amalgamated-free-product
generalization
in turncan be used to produceincompressible
surfacesin N by
decompositions
construction.
the Stallings-Epstein-Waldhausen
Actuallyit is technicallybetterto work with the set of charactersof
of ?T1(N)in SL2(C), whichcan again be regardedas a complex
representations
affinealgebraicset X (? 1). To each curveC in X, and each pointof the smooth
projectivemodel of C, one can associatea splittingof ?T1(N)(see our "Fundathispointofviewhas the
mentalTheorem"2.2.1). Besidesbeingmoreinvariant,
associatedwithideal pointsof C are automatically
advantagethatthe splittings
surfaces
whichmeansin particularthatthe associatedincompressible
non-trivial,
are notboundary-parallel.
To make these ideas usefulone musthave a way of producingcurvesof
of7r,(N)in SL2(C). Thurstonhas shownthatifN is
ofrepresentations
characters
a "simple Haken manifold"with torusboundarycomponents,then N has a
of
hyperbolicmetric,thatthe hyperbolicmetricgives rise to a representation
lies in
thatthe characterof thisrepresentation
7T1(N)in SL2(C) and, moreover,
an irreduciblecomponentX0 of X whose (complex)dimensionis at least the
in ? 3.)
numberofboundarytoriofN. (We giveproofsofthelasttwostatements
Thus if aN =#0, X alwayscontainscurves.
functions
on
The applicationsdepend on the use of certaincomplex-valued
the varietyX0 describedabove. For each g E 7T1(N)defineIg(X) = x(g) where
X is a characterin X0. The functionsIg turnout to be regularon X0; if the
thenits extensionIg to
of some Ig to a curveC C X0 is non-constant,
restriction
thesmoothprojectivemodelC of C musthave a pole at someideal pointx. If g is
thehomotopyclass of a simpleclosedcurvey in aN, theFundamentalTheorem
guaranteesthaty cannotbe a boundarycomponentofone oftheincompressible
surfacesassociatedwithx.
incompressible
To provethe theoremof [6] on the existenceof separating,
surfaces,in the special case of a simpleknotspace, one observesthata surface
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separatesN if it does not have a longitudeas a boundarycomponent.Thus one
needsonlyto finda curveC C X0 suchthatIg I C, whereg is thehomotopyclass
of a longitude,is non-constant.
To proveTheorem5.1.2 on regularbranchedcoveringsin the case where
we finda curveC in
the branchset is a knotK C M and M - K is hyperbolic,
the varietyof charactersof? (M - K), on whichthe functionIg, whereg is the
Thus given a complex
homotopyclass of a meridianof K, is non-constant.
numberr,either(a) Ig takesthevalue T at a pointof C or (b) Ig takesthevalue T
at an ideal pointof C. We applythisby takingr to be thetraceofan elementof
indexof thebranchedcoverover
order2r in SL2(C), wherer is the ramification
of the fundamental
representation
K. If (a) holds,we constructa non-trivial
in
the
fundamental
theorem
groupof the branchedcover PSL2(C). If (b) holds,
surfacein the complementof a tubular
turnsout to give us an incompressible
K
of in M, whoseboundarycurvesare meridians;one thenapplies
neighborhood
the methodsof Gordonand Litherland'spaper [13] to constructan incompressible surfacein the branchedcover.
Here is theplan ofourpaper.In Section1 we introducethealgebraicsetsof
of a finitelygeneratedgroup
representations
and charactersof representations
into SL2(C). (The proofthat the charactersforma closed set is surprisingly
and requiresthe BurnsideLemma fromrepresentation
theory.)In
difficult,
stateand proveourFundamental
theory,
Section2 we reviewtheTits-Bass-Serre
giveriseto incompressidecompositions
Theorem,and showhow graph-product
ble surfaces.In Section 3 we reviewsome elementaryfactsabout hyperbolic
3-manifolds
and provesome surprising
theoremsdue to Thurston,includingthe
above lowerbound on the dimensionof the varietyX0. In Section4 we state
Thurston'suniformization
theorem,which assertsthe existenceof hyperbolic
and the Mostowrigidity
metricson simpleHaken manifolds,
theorem;thenwe
use themto provethe resulton virtualHaken manifoldswhichwas described
above. The applicationto the studyof regularbranchedcoveringsoccupies
Section5.
We shalltakeforgrantedthe contentsof Hempel'streatise[14] on 3-manifolds, and the elementaryfacts about complex algebraic varietiesthat are
discussedin the firstthreechaptersof [23]. Following[23], we definea closed
and an affine
algebraicsetin CN to be thelocusofzeroesofa set ofpolynomials,
Manifolds(and submanivarietyto be a closedalgebraicsetwhichis irreducible.
folds)are understoodto be Coo.(Thus we are reallyusingthe smoothanalogues
of the resultsin [14],but thesefolloweasilyfromthe PL versions.)By a surface
An incompressible
is
surfacein a 3-manifold
we mean a connected2-manifold.;
A linkin a closed3-manifold
is a non-empty,
understoodto be bi-collared.
closed,
1-dimensional
submanifold.
We would like to thankHyman Bass, Cameron Gordon,WilliamJaco,
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CharlesLivingston,
and JohnMorganforhelpingus to understand
whatwe were
doing.
1. Charactersofrepresentations
in SL2(C)
Some of the resultsof this sectionappear to be new, othersare classical
resultsforwhichno convenientreference
exists.Some recentpaperson thesame
generalsubjectas thissectionare [17] and [4].
We will be consideringrepresentations
of a finitelygeneratedgroup in
SL2(C). We begin by showinghow to parametrizethese representations
and
theircharactersas pointsof affinealgebraicsets: this is preparationfor the
FundamentalTheorem,provedin Section2, whichderivesinformation
aboutthe
ofthe groupfromits space ofcharacters.
The mostdifficult
structure
resulthere
is Proposition1.4.4, which implies that the space of charactersis a closed
algebraicset.
1.1 The space of representations.
Throughoutthis section HI denotes a
finitely
generatedgroup.We are concernedwithrepresentations
of II in SL2(C)
Recall
that
two
such
p: II
(i.e. homomorphisms
representations,
p
SL2(C)).
and p', are equivalentif p' = Jp,whereJ is an innerautomorphism
of GL2(C).
The characterof a representation
p is the functionXp: H -* C definedby
obviouslyhave the same character.
Xp(g) = tr(p(g)); equivalentrepresentations
In termsof a set of generatorsgo1,... g,, forII, we definea set R(ll) C
SL2(C)'

C C4" to be the set of all points (p(gl),...

,p(g))

where p is a

of II. It is easy to show thatR(HI) is an affinealgebraicset in
representation
C4". (The defining
equationsofR(ll) arisefromthedefiningrelationsofIH; thus
a prioritheremay be infinitely
manyequations,but the Hilbertbasis theorem
allowsus to replacethemby a finiteset.) Thereis a natural1-1correspondence
betweenthepointsofR(ll) and therepresentations
ofII in SL2(C), and we shall
identify
pointswiththe corresponding
and referto R(ll) as the
representations
of II in SL2(C). Giventwo finitesets of generators
space of representations
for
II, the unique bijectionbetweenthe corresponding
"spaces of representations"
which preservesthe above identification
is an isomorphism
of algebraicsets.
Thus R(ll) is well-defined
up to canonicalisomorphism.
1.1.1. PROPOSITION.Let V be an irreduciblecomponentof R(ll).

Then any

representation
equivalentto a representation
in V mustitselfbelongto V.

Proof The set V X SL2(C) C SL2(C) n+1 is a productoftwo affinevarieties
affinealgebraicsets) and is therefore
an affinevariety.The map
(i.e. irreducible
=
f: V X SL2(C) -R(Hl)
ax a-')
is a
given by f(x1,. . .x n ,a)
(ax1a-1,...
regularmap since it is definedby polynomialsin the coordinates.The set
f(V X SL2(C)) C R(H), as the closureoftheimageofa varietyundera regular
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a variety.Hence f(V X SL2(C)) is containedin a compomap, is automatically
nent V' of R(ll). But then V= f(VX {1}) C V', and since V is itselfa full
componentofR(H) we musthave V = V'. Thusf(V X SL2(C)) C V, and thisis
LI
oftheproposition.
equivalentto thestatement
1.2. Irreducibility.
Recallthata representation
p of HI in GLn(F), whereF
is a field,is irreducibleif the only subspacesof Fn whichare invariantunder
p(ll) are {0} and F', and thatp is absolutelyirreducible
ifit is irreducible
when
regardedas a representation
of HI in K', whereK denotesthe algebraicclosure
at F.
1.2.1. LEMMA.Let F be a field of characteristic
zero and let p be a
representation
of H in SL2(F) with non-abelianimage. The followingare
equivalent.
(i) p is reducible.
(ii) p is reducibleoverthealgebraicclosureof F.
(iii) xp(c) = 2 foreach elementc of thecommutator
subgroupof H.
Proof Obviously(i) implies(ii).
Suppose that p is reducibleover the algebraicclosureK of F. Then p is
matrices.The commuequivalentoverK to a representation
by uppertriangular
tatoroftwouppertriangular
matricesis uppertriangular
withdiagonalelements
equal to 1. It followsthatXP(c) = 2 forc E [HI,HI]; thus(ii) implies(iii).
To completethe proofwe will show thatif Xp(c) = 2 forall c E [II, II]
thenp([Il, HI]) has a unique 1-dimensional
invariant
subspaceL; sincep([ll, II])
underp, and p willtherefore
is normalin p(ll), L willautomatically
be invariant
be reducible.Since p(ll) is non-abelianthere exists c E [HI,HI] such that
invariantsubspace
p(c) ? 1. Since Xp(c) = 2, p(c) has a unique 1-dimensional
L. Now supposethatforsomec' E [HI,HI],L is notinvariantunderp(c'). Then
invariantsubspaceL' ? L; hence after
p(c') ? 1, and p(c') has a 1-dimensional
and recallingthattrp(c) = trp(c')
replacingp by an equivalentrepresentation
a
)where af:iO
= 2, we may assume that p(c) = (
5 p(c') = (
since p(c) and p(c') are # 1. But thentrp(cc') = 2 + a13? 2, a contradiction.
1.2.2. COROLLARY. If K is an algebraicallyclosedfieldof characteristic
zero
=
thena representation
p of HI in SL2(K) is reducibleif and onlyif XP(c) 2 for
each elementc of thecommutator
subgroupof HI.
Proof.Since K is algebraicallyclosed,if p(ll) is abelian then p(ll) has a
invariantsubspace. If p(ll) is non-abelianthen Lemma 1.2.1
1-dimensional
LI
applies.
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1.3. Curvesof representations.
Let C be an affinealgebraiccurve. Then
thereexistsa non-singular
projectivecurveC whosefunctionfieldis isomorphic
to that of C. (See Mumford[23].) Geometrically,
C can be constructedby
completingC to a projectivecurveand resolving
the singularities.
It followsfrom
7.1 (ii)] thatC is uniqueup to birationalequivalence.Moreover,
[23, Proposition
if C and D are affinecurvesthen,sinceanyrationalmap froma smoothcurveto
a projectivevarietyis regular([23, Proposition7.1 (i)]), any rationalmap
a regularmapf: C -> D. Similarly,
if V denotestheclosure
f: C -, D determines
in pN ofa (concrete)affinevarietyV C CN, a rationalmapf: C -* V determines
a regularmapf: C -* V.
If C is any projectivecompletionof C, thenwe definethe ideal pointsof C
to be the pointsthatcorrespondto the elementsof C - C underthe birational
between C and C. If f: D -* C is any regularmap between
correspondence
affinecurvesthentheinverseimageunderf: D -* C ofeach ideal pointof C will
consistof ideal pointsof D. Thus,in particular,
the definition
of the set of ideal
pointsof C does not depend on the choice of projectivecompletionC. Also,if
f: C -* C is a regularfunctionthenf: C -* PV willbe a regularfunctionwhose
poles are containedin the set of ideal pointsof C.
Suppose now that C is an affinecurve containedin R(Hl). There is a
P of II into SL2(F), whereF is the
canonicalconstruction
of a representation
fieldof functionson the curve C. (Of course F is isomorphicto the fieldof
functionson C, but it is much more convenientto workwithfunctionson a
P is definedas follows.Let g C rI
smoothprojectivecurve.)The representation
be given.A pointp C C is a representation
of HI in SL2(C). Set
A

_

P(g)

(a(p)

b(p) ,

forpeC.

Thus a, b, c, d are well-defined
complex-valued
functions
on C. They are clearly
given by polynomialsin the ambient coordinatesof C4n D R(Hl), and are
therefore
We now set
regularfunctions.
7
Pfg) = (

'1 c SL2(F).

1.3.1. LEMMA. If thecurveC containsan irreducible
thenP
representation,
is absolutelyirreducible.
Proof Let K be the algebraicclosureof F. If P is reducibleover K then
tr(P(c)) = 2 foreach c c [II, HI]. Now, by the definitionof P, the function
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tr(P(c)) c F is fc wherefc(p) = tr(p(c)). But the element2 off is the constant
functionwhose value is 2. Thus tr(p(c)) = 2 for each c E [HI,II] and each
p in C is
p E C. By Corollary1.2.2, this implies that each representation
C]
reducible.
1.4. The space of characters.We wish to show nextthatthe charactersof
of II in SL2(C) can be identifiedwith the points of an
the representations
algebraicset.For each g E II we maydefinea regularfunction
Tgon R(H) (i.e. a
map Tg: R(H) -* C) by Tg(p) trp(g) = xP(g). Let T denotethe ringgenerTg, g E H.
ated by all the functions
1.4.1. PROPOSITION.

The ringT is finitelygenerated.

Proof Let To denote the ring generatedby all functionsTg.. *g., where
r are distinctpositiveintegers? n. We shallprovethelemmaby showing
i1,.
thatTg E Toforeveryg E H.
The proofwillbe based on the identity
tr(x)tr(y) = tr(xy) + tr(xy-'),
(try)I,
y + y'
whichholdsforall x, y E SL2(C). (It followsfromtheidentity
theorem.)The identityimplies
whichin turnfollowsfromthe Cayley-Hamilton
that
(*)

TgTh

Tgh +

Tgh-

forall g, h c H.
where il.. ir are
We firstshow that Tg e To wheneverg gli
distinctintegersbetween1 and n and m1,... 5mr e Z. We use inductionon the
=

integerv=

...

Kp,whereK, is definedto be -m, ifm

gfMr,

0 . m, -1 ifmi > 0. If

If v > 0 thenafter
v = 0 thenall themi are 0 or 1, and so g c Toby definition.
replacingg by a conjugateelementforwhich v has the same value, we may
assumethatmr 0O 1. If mr< O thenby (*) we have Tg= TggTgi - Tgg2, where
To by the inductionhypothesisand g-1 =g, c To by definition;
sgg~gsgg
hence Tg To.A similarreductionworksifMr > 1r
Now let g c H be arbitrary.We may write g in the formgtmli
*..
gtfr, where
distinct.We shallproveby induction
i1 ... , irare integersthatare notnecessarily
on r that Tge To.

By thecase alreadyprovedwe mayassumethatil,... 'ir are notall distinct.
Hence, afterreplacingg by a conjugateelementforwhichv has the same value,
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forsomes < r. Set

Ml ..

gms,

W

=
g-ns+l

Then by (*) we have g= VW = TVTW -TVW-.
and so frg
inductionhypothesis,
e To.

...

gir.

But TV, TW5 TVW-E

To by the

D

We now fix a finiteset Y1,... Ym of elementsof G such that TYI'T'TY
forexample,by the proofof Proposition
generateT. (Such a set is furnished,
-*
a
t:
Cm
Define
map R(I)
by t(p) = (Ti-(p)),... fry(p)). Set X(H)
1.4.1.)
t(R(HI)).
Since TYI'.. TY generateT, the characterof a representation
p E R(H) is
determinedby t(p). Hence thereis a natural1-1 correspondence
betweenthe
of H in SL2(C).
pointsof X(H) and the charactersof representations
,

1.4.2. LEMMA. The set of reduciblerepresentations
of H1 has the form
t-'(V) forsomeclosedalgebraicset V in Cm.
Proof.By Corollary1.2.2 the reduciblerepresentations
are thosepointsof
R(ll) at whichT, takesthevalue 2 foreach c E [II, HI]. Since T is generatedby
the functionrc,foreveryc E [H., H], has the formfo t wheref is an
TYi*'..
fy,
.
in m variables.
El
function
integerpolynomial
We shallprovethatX(ll) C Cm is actuallya closedalgebraicset. This will
followfromProposition1.4.4,the proofof whichrequiresthe following
lemma.
1.4.3. LEMMA. Let A be a principalideal domainand letF denotethefield
offractionsofA. Let P be an absolutelyirreducible
representation
of a groupII
in GLn(F), n > 0. If Xp(11) C A thenP is equivalentto a representation
whose
imageis containedin GLn(A).
Proof Set F = P(H). Accordingto the BurnsideLemma (see forexample
of P impliesthatF spans the K-vectorspace
[1, 1.2]), the absoluteirreducibility
Mn(K) of n X n matricesoverthe algebraicclosureK of F, and thatthereis a
basis t1,... ,tn2of Mn(K) such that each element of F has the formlaiti, where
theai are tracesofelementsof F. By hypothesis,
the ai belongto A. Thus theAmoduleAF C Mn(F) C Mn(K) spannedby F is containedin a finitely
generated A-modulein Mn(K); since A is, in particular,Noetherian,AF is itself
finitelygenerated.On the otherhand, AF must span Mn(F) since F spans
Mn(K).

Now pickanyx 4- 0 in Fn. The F-invariant
A-moduleAFx ={ix: [ E AF}
C F' is finitely
generatedand spans Fn. Since A is a p.i.d.,ATx is freeand is
therefore
spannedby a basis ofFn. But theexistenceofa basis forFn thatspans
A-moduleis clearlyequivalentto thestatement
ofthelemma. [I
a F-invariant
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1.4.4. PROPOSITION. If R0 is an irreduciblecomponentof R(H) which
then t(RO) C Cm is an affinevariety
containsan irreduciblerepresentation,
(and in particulara closedset).
Proof Since t(Ro) C Cm is the image of an affinevarietyundera regular
map, thereexistan affinevarietyX0 and a properclosedalgebraicsubsetW0of
X0 such thatX0 - W0 C t(RO) C X0. We mustshow thatt(RO) = X0. This is
trivialifX0 is a singlepoint,and so we may assumedimX0 > 0. Let x E X0 be
given;we willprovethatx E t(RO).
By Lemma 1.4.2 thereis a closedalgebraicset V C Cm such thatt-1'(V) is
in R(H). Since by hypothesis
the set of all reduciblerepresentations
Ro contains
we have t(RO) ? V. Thus V0= V n X0 is a proper
an irreducible
representation,
subset
of
V0U W0is again a proper
closedalgebraic
X0. Since X0 is irreducible,
closed algebraicsubsetof X0. Hence (since dimX0 > 0) thereexistsan affine
algebraiccurveC C X0 such thatx E C and C ? V0U W0. (We may take C to
ofX0 witha genericsubspaceof
be an irreducible
componentoftheintersection
m
+
x
dimension
dim(X0) 1 passingthrough E Cm.)
of W0, C \ W0 C t(R(H)).
The set C n Wois finite,and by the definition
H
is
of
there
a
dimensional
component
t-'(C) C R(H) such that
Hence
positive
with
intersections
t IHis not constant.We may construct(again by considering
D
C
H
is
a
curve
such
that
t
not
constant.
ID
affinesubspaces)
In thenotationof 1.3,theinclusionmap i: D -* R0 definesa map d =i: D
A
rationalmap tID: D -* C definest: D
C. Since t is
the
RC c pn, and
A
t maps D onto C. Moreover,for any non-idealpoint z of D,
non-constant,
t(d(z))
t(z).
Let EC D be a pointsuchthatt(y) = x. If y!is notan ideal pointofD then
we are done. For then d(y) c D and t(d(g)) = t(y) = x. Otherwisewe will
D Ro suchthatd'(y) c Ro and t(d'(g)) -x.
a new regularmap d' 1construct
on D, let
This is wherewe use Lemma 1.4.3. Let F be thefieldof functions
P be the canonicalrepresentation
of HI in SL2(F), and let A C F be the ringof
functionswhich do not have poles at y. Since D is smooth,A is a discrete
valuationringand hence a principalideal domain.To apply Lemma 1.4.3 to P
we mustcheckthatXp(H) C A, i.e. thattrP(g) c A forall g e HI. But we have
seen thatthe elementtrP(g) of F. regardedas a functionon D, is the function
d(z) c D wherez is not an
p -* trp(g). Let us denoteby pz the representation
ideal pointof D. To say thattrP(g) c A meansthatlimz trpj(g) is finite.But
forg = yi, 1 < i ? m, thisfollowsfromthe fact that limzyt(z)
t(y) = x. For
arbitrary
g c H, the assertionfollowsfromthe factthatthe functions
Tw... TY.
generatethe ringT.
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P1: H
By Lemma 1.4.3,then,P is equivalentto a representation
Thus thereis a matrixM

(

A) E

SL2( F) such thatP1(g)

-

SL2(A).

MP(g)M-

forall g E H. Thereis a Zariskiopen set U in D (i.e. the complementof a finite
set) such that U containsno ideal pointsof D and no poles of a, /3,y or &. We
defined' to be the extensionto D of the map definedon U by z -* MpzM-'.
7.1 (ii)].) Clearlyd'(y) is therepresenta(The extensionexistsby [23,Proposition
tionin R(H) definedby
g

) d(y)b )

c((

whereP1(g)

(a

d)

SL2(F).

Since d'(z) is equivalentto d(z) foreach z in U, the image of d' is contained
= t(z) for all z E U. By continuityt(d'(q)) = x, so that
LI
x E t(RO) as required.
in Ro and t(d'(z))

1.4.5. COROLLARY.X(H) is a closed algebraic set.
Proof Since X(H) is the image of a closed algebraicset under a regular
map, its closurein Cm is a closed algebraicset; hence we need onlyshow that
X(H) is closed.WriteX(H) = t(R(H)) = t(A) U t(B), whereA is theunionof
and B is
all thosecomponentsofR(H) whichcontainirreducible
representations,
in R(H). By 1.4.4,t(A) is closed;we shall
theset ofall reduciblerepresentations
provethe corollary
by showingthatt(B) is closed as well.
Everyrepresentation
p in B is equivalentto a representation
p' by upper
matrices.Moreover,p' clearlyhas the same characteras the representriangular
tationp" definedby
p"(g)

=

(0

as')

wherep (g)

=

(

b

at)

in R(H).
Thus t(B) = t(D), whereD is the set of all diagonalrepresentations
But themap t I D: D -> cm is at once seen to be a propermap,and hence t(D)
is indeedclosed.
?
betweenthe
We have mentionedthatthereis a natural1-1correspondence
of H in SL2(C) and the points of (the closed
charactersof representations
the pointsofX(H) withthe
algebraicset) X(H). Fromnow on we shallidentify
is
characters
of the groupH, and
the
corresponding
characters;X(H)
space of
familiesof
for p e R( H). If we considertwo different
we have t(p) =X
elementsof H of the form(yi)lcicM where the Ti> generatethe ring T, the
unique bijectionbetween the corresponding"varieties of characters"is an
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isomorphism
of algebraicsets;thusX(H) is well-defined
up to canonicalisomorphism.
We have seen that,sinceTiy1*. .Tym generateT, thereexistsforeach g E H a
functionwhosevalue at each characterX E X(H) is x(g). This functionwillbe
denotedby Ig. It is the restriction
of a polynomialfunctionon Cm,and hence a
regularfunctionon X(H).
1.5. Someelementary
facts.
1.5.1. LEMMA. If p is an irreduciblerepresentation
of H in SL2(C) and
p(g) 4?+ 1 fora giveng E H, thenthereexistsh E H such thattherestriction
of
h
+
to
the
is
such
p
and
thatxp(h) 4 2.
subgroupgeneratedby g and
irreducible,
Proof Firstwe show thatthereis an elementho of H such-thatp(g) and
invariant
p(ho) have no commoneigenvector.If p has a unique 1-dimensional
subspace L thisis obvious,since by the irreducibility
of p thereexistsho E H
such thatL is not invariantunderp(ho). If p has two 1-dimensional
invariant
subspacesL1 and L2, we can findhi, h2suchthatLi is notinvariant
underp(hi).
We maytakeho = hi or h2unlessL1 and L2 are invariant
underp(h2)and p(hl)
But in thiscase we maytakeho = hih2.
respectively.
If XP(ho) 34? 2, we may take h = ho and the conclusionof the lemma
follows.Now assume thatXp(ho) = -2. Observethat p(ho) 4?_1 since p(g)
and p(ho) have no commoneigenvector.Thus we may assume that p(ho)=

).Then p(g)

cannotbe uppertriangular,
and so p(g)
(a
d) with
c 4 0. For any n cZ we have XP(gh2n) = xp(g) + 2nc; hence for some n,
Xp(gh2n) # ?2. Set h = gh n. Then p(g) and p(h) cannot have a common
because the only1-dimensional
invariantsubspaceof p(hgn)is also
eigenvector,
[
invariant
underho.
?

(

1.5.2. PROPOSITION.

If p and p' are representations
of H in SL2(C) with

thenp and p' are equivalent.
XP = XP, and if p is irreducible,

Proof By 1.5.1 we can findg, h E HI such thatthe restriction
of p to the
subgroupG generatedby g and h is irreducibleand xp(h) 4? 2. Since XplG=
it followsfrom1.2.1 that p'I G is irreducible.Afterchangingp and p'
XOp'G'
withintheirequivalenceclasseswe mayassumethat
p(h) =p'(h)=(

a-1)

at:3-1

neitherp(g) nor p'(g) can be upper or
Since p I G and p' I G are irreducible,
lowertriangular.
Hence, aftercomposingp and p' withconjugations
by diagonal
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assumethat
matrices,we mayfurther

p(g) = (

P (g)

f(c

1)

forsomea, a', c, c', d, d' c C, withc, c' # 0.
Now forany y E H, set

P(Y)

(r

s)

P ()

rf sf

We have p + s = Xp(y) = Xp'(y) pf+ so,and
ap + a-'s = xp(hy) = Xp(hy) = ap' + aos';
?1I it followsthatp = p', s = s'. Replacingy by g, we get a a',
1 it followsthatc = c'. On the
d = d'. Since p(g) and p'(g) have determinant
=
+
r
a'p' + r', so thatr = r', and
otherhand, replacingy by gy, we get ap
cq + ds = c'q' + d's' = cq' + ds. Since c # 0 it followsthat q = q'; thus
D
p(y) = p'(y), and we have shownthatp = p'.
since a

Hyman Bass informsus that 1.5.2 remainstrue if SL2(C) is replacedby
GL(C).
1.5.3. COROLLARY. If Ro is an irreduciblecomponentof R(H) which
and if X0 = t(RO) (which by 1.4.4 is an
containsan irreducible
representation,
affinevariety),then
dimX0 = dimR0 - 3.
Proof It is enoughto prove that foreverypoint X in a Zariski-openset
U C X0, we have dimt-'(X) = 3. Set U = X0 n (C m- V), where V is the
closed algebraicset givenby Lemma 1.4.2; thenforeach X E U, t-'(X) consists
of irreduciblerepresentations.
By 1.5.2, t-'(x) is a singleequivalenceclass of
Fix p E t-'(X). The map p: SL2(C) - t-'(x) deirreduciblerepresentations.
finedby p(M) = Jm? p, whereJMdenotesconjugationby M, is a two-sheeted
has non-abelian
coveringmap. (This is because an irreduciblerepresentation
of a non-abeliansubgroupof SL2(C) is { )1).) Hence
image,and thecentralizer
C]
dim(t-'(X)) = dimSL2(C) = 3.
such
1.5.4. PROPOSITION. Let p E R(H) be an irreduciblerepresentation
U of
4?
H.
there
is
a
Zariski
Then
neighborhood
that p(g) + 1 fora giveng E
p' E t-l(U).
in X(H) such thatp'(g) 7#?t1 forany representation
t(p) =
of p to the
Proof:By 1.5.1, thereexistsh E H such that the restriction
subgroupG of H generatedby g and h is irreducible.By 1.2.1, thereis an
elementc ofthecommutator
subgroupof G suchthatxp(c) 7#2. Define U to be
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theZariski-open
setX(H) - I-'(2). Then t(p) E U; and foranyp' E t-'(U), we
have Xp(c) 472, so thatp' I G is irreducible.In particular,
p'(G) is not cyclic,
D
and therefore
p'(g) 47 1.
We concludewitha stronger
versionof 1.2.1 in a specialcase.
1.5.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that HI is generatedby g and h. Then any
representation
p of H in SL2(C), such thatx,([g, h]) = 2, is reducible.
Proof We mayassumethatp([g, h]) 74 1, forotherwisep(HI) is abelianand
the conclusionis immediate.Additionally,we may assume withoutloss of
thatH is freeon the generators
generality
g and h. Let G denotethe subgroup
generatedby g1 = g and g2= hg-lh-1. Then the proof of 1.4.1, with H
and
replacedby G, showsthattheringoffunctions
on R(G) generatedby Tg1,T9g2
in
contains
for
hence
the
character
of
G
every
y
E
G;
a
representation
of
Tglg2
SL2(C) is determined
by itsvaluesat g1,g2 and g1g2.Since XPIGtakesthevalue
a = xP(g) at g1 and g2 and thevalue2 at g1g2,it coincideswiththecharacterof
=
a: G -* SL2(C) definedby a(g1)
the representation
P(g1), a(g2)P(01)
Since a has cyclic image,it is reducible.Thus by 1.2.2, p I G is reducible.It
followsthatp(g) and p([g, h]) have a commoneigenvector.
But
By the same argument,
p(h) and p([g, h]) have a commoneigenvector.
it has a unique 1-dimensional
since p([g, h]) has trace2 and is not the identity,
and the
invariantsubspace.Hence p(g) and p(h) have a commoneigenvector,
D
conclusionfollows.
2. Curvesofcharacters
and splittings
ofgroups
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.2.1, which associates a
of a groupH to each ideal pointof the desingularization
C of a
decomposition
curveC in X(H). This is an applicationof the theoremsof Tits,Bass, and Serre
of subgroupsof SL2(F) whereF is a fieldwitha discrete
[25] on the structure
valuation.(In our case F is the fieldof functions
on C, and the valuationis that
associatedwithan ideal pointof C.) The relevantaspectsof the Tits-Bass-Serre
theorycan be summarizedin two theorems,
whichare statedin 2.1. If H is the
M then,via the decomposition
fundamental
of H, we can
groupof a 3-manifold
associateto each ideal pointof C a familyofincompressible
surfacesin M. Thisis
discussedin 2.3.
2.1. Tits-Bass-Serre
thecombinatorial
theory.We beginby reviewing
aspect
oftheBass-Serretheoryofgroupsactingon trees;we shalltakethepointofview
of Tretkoff's
paper [35],whichis the naturalone forour applications.
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CW-complex.A connected,
By a graph we shall mean a 1-dimensional
A
of graphsis a
a
tree.
called
homomorphism
will
be
graph
simply-connected
map whichsendsverticesto verticesand maps edges to edges linearly.
Associatedwitha graphG is a categorywhose objectsare the edges and
fromeach edge to each ofits endpoints.A graph
verticesof G, witha morphism
graph
of groups,withunderlying
G, is a functor9 fromthis categoryto the
to as
A graphof groupswillbe referred
categoryofgroupsand monomorphisms.
a pair (G, 9).
space can be constructedfroma graph of groups
An Eilenberg-Maclane
v
of
G let Xv,be a space oftypeK(9(v), 1), and foreach
vertex
each
For
9).
(G,
edge e let Xe be a space oftypeK(9(e), 1). Considerthedisjointunionof all the
spaces Xe X [0, 1] and Xv. Let K(G, 9) be the quotientof thisuniondefinedas
follows.If e is an edge with verticesvo and v1, and if f0: Xe X vo and
6(e) -* 9(vo) and: 3(e)
fA: Xe -> X V are maps inducingthe monomorphisms:
(x, i) to f(x) foreach x E Xe and fori = 0, 1.
-(v1), thenwe identify
We definethefundamentalgroupof the graphof groups(G, 9) to be the
typeof 71(G, 9)
group71(G, 9) _ 7r1(K(G,s)). We remarkthattheisomorphism
is independentof all choices made in its definition,and that the natural
homomorphisms: 6(v)

-*

'7T(G, 9) and:

6(e)

-*

T1(G,9) are in fact monomor-

up to conjugacyin g7l(G,9). A subgroup
phismswhoseimagesare well-defined
whichis conjugateto the image of 6( v) fora vertexv of G is called a vertex
group.An edgegroupis a subgroupof gl(G, 9) whichis conjugateto the image
of 6(e) wheree is an edge of G.
group
betweenan abstractgroupH and the fundamental
An isomorphism
ofH givesriseto a
ofH. A splitting
ofa graphofgroupswillbe calleda splitting
in
H.
The
and
splittingwill be
vertex
of
groups
edge
set
groups
well-defined
if all the vertexgroupsare propersubgroups.
non-trivial
provided
We willsaythata groupH actson thegraphG withoutinversions
of any
of G whichdo not reversethe orientation
that H acts by isomorphisms
invariantedge. If HI acts withoutinversionson G thenthe quotientG/HI is a
graph,and the projection: G -> G/H is a homomorphism.
on thetreeT. Then T will
SupposethatthegroupHIacts withoutinversions
containa sub-treeT' whichcontainsexactlyone edge fromeach orbitof the
actionof H on the edgesof T. If c is an edge or vertexof T/H, let c denotethe
edge or a vertexof T' whichprojectsto c underthequotientmap T -* T/H. Let
(T/H, 9) be the graphof groupsdefinedby setting6(C) equal to the stabilizer
definedas follows.If
ofc foreach edge or vertexc of T/H, withmonomorphisms
e is an edge of T/H, withverticesvoand v1,thenthereexistelementsyoand y1
are theendpointsofe. We embedthestabilizerofi
of HIsuchthatyo3oand ylv1i
choicesof
intothestabilizerofv-i,i = 0 or 1, by sendingx to y71xyi.(If different
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fundamental
graphsof groupshave isomorphic
yoand -yare made,the resulting
groups.)
The followingresultis the basic combinatorial
fact in the Tits-Bass-Serre
theory.It is includedin Theorem7 of [35].
2.1.1.

THEOREM.

If thegroupH acts withoutinversions
on thetreeT, then

171is isomorphic
to 1(T/IH,9), wherethegraphof groups(T/H, 9) is defined

as above.

Suppose now that H is a subgroupof SL2(F) whereF is a fieldwith a
discretevaluationv. The valuationring of F definedby v is the subring
6 = {a E F Iv(a) ? 0). Let v be an elementwith v(v) - 1. Then (,g) is the
unique maximalideal in C, and the fieldk = 6/(7) is called the residuefieldof
v. Let V be a two-dimensional
vectorspace over F. An C-latticein V is an
6-submoduleof V whichspans V as a k-vector
space. AnyC-latticeL has a basis
L'
if
C
L
over
and
is
another
C,
then L/L' is isomorphicto
C-lattice
{el, e2)
(6/(Tb) fornon-negative
integersa and b. If a is a non-zeroelementof
1/(,a)
L and L' to be equivalentif
Definetwo C-lattices
F, thenaL is also an C-lattice.
L = a L' forsomea E F*. We maynow definea graphby takingas verticesthe
equivalenceclassesof 6-latticesin V. Two 6-latticesA and A' are joined by an
L and L' in A and A' such thatL' C L and
edge wheneverthereexistC-lattices
L/L' - k. It is shownin [25] thatthisgraphis a tree.This is a specialcase of a
theoremdue to Tits.
Now let p be a representation
ofa groupH in SL2(F). Then p determines
in
an obvious way anraction of H on the tree definedabove. Moreover,the
stabilizersof the verticesunderthisaction are preciselythosesubgroupsof H
whoseimagesunderp are containedin conjugatesof SL2(6) in GL2(F). Hence
2.1.1 yieldsthe following
result.
2.1.2. THEOREM. If p is a representation
ofa groupH in SL2(F), whereF is
a discretely
valuedfield, thenH has a splittingin whichthe vertexgroupsare
preciselythosesubgroupsof H whoseimagesunderp are containedin conjugates
F
of SL2((D) in GL2(F).
2.2. The FundamentalTheorem.The followingtheoremwill be our fundamentaltoolforobtainingtopologicalinformation
fromthe space of charactersof
the fundamental
groupof a 3-manifold.
2.2.1. THEOREM. Let C be an affinecurvecontainedin X(H). To each ideal
pointI of C one can associatea splitting
of H withtheproperty
thatan element
H
g of is containedin a vertexgroupif and onlyif Ig does nothave a pole at i.
Thus,in particular,thesplittingis non-trivial.
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Proof As in the proofof 1.4.4, thereexistsa curve D C t-'(C) C R(H)
of t to D is not constant.We thushave the following
such thatthe restriction
commutative
diagramofrationalmaps:
D

-*

I tID

C

D

C

I t

I tID
->

C

R(ll)

C

X(ll).

The map tIDis a regularmap forwhichtheinverseimageof an ideal pointof C
consistsof ideal pointsof D. Let q be an ideal pointof D in the inverseimage
of x.
P of II intoSL2(F) whereF
We now considerthe canonicalrepresentation
is thefieldoffunctions
on D. The point ofD determines
a discretevaluationon
F forwhichthevaluationringe consistsofall functions
on D whichdo nothave
poles at !. Thuswe mayapplyTheorem2.1.2 to concludethatthegroupHIhas a
withtheproperty
thatan elementg of II is containedin a vertexgroup
splitting
if and onlyifP(g) is conjugatein GL2(F) to an elementof SL2(6).
To completetheproofwe mustshowthatP( g) is conjugateto an elementof
SL2(6) if and only if Ig does not have a pole at x. If P(g) is conjugateto
q
(a
)where a, f3,8, y E C, then g = a + 8 does not have a pole at and
hence'g does nothave a pole at x. Conversely,
supposeIg does nothave a pole at
x. Then fgdoes not have a pole at q, and hence is an elementof?. Let v be a
vector in F2 which is not an eigenvectorfor P(g). In termsof the basis
{v, P(g)v},

P(g)

is

describedby thematrix(1

-)

SL2(6). Thus P(g) is

conjugatein GL2(F) to an elementof SL2(0).
Since? is an ideal point,Ig musthave a pole at x forsomeg e HI. Hence the
is non-trivial.
E
splitting
2.3. Incompressible
surfaces.The FundamentalTheorem2.2.1 will be appliedin thesubsequentsectionsto thecase thatII is thefundamental
groupofa
In thiscase the followingresult,whoseproofis
compact,orientable3-manifold.
essentiallydue to Stallings,Epstein,and Waldhausen,will permitone to constructincompressible
surfacesin the 3-manifoldfromthe splittingsgiven by
2.2.1.
2.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let N be a compact,orientable3-manifold.For any
non-trivial
splitting
of 7r1(N)thereexistsa nonempty
systemI = El U ... U 1,m
such that
of incompressible
surfacesin N, none of whichis boundary-parallel,
-- ?71(N)) is contained in an edge group for i = 1,... ,m, and
im(?71(2i)
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im('r1(R) --*7r1(N))is containedin a vertexgroupfor each componentR of
N - E. Moreover,if SCC aN is a subcomplexsuch thatim(7r1(K)--* 7r(N)) is
containedin a vertexgroupforeach componentK of SC,we may take l to be
disjointfromSC.
Proof We are given an isomorphismof 'r1(N) with 7T1(G,9) = 7r1(K(G, s)),
where (G, 9) is a graph of groups. Since K(G, 9) is an aspherical space, there is
a map f: N -* K(G, 9) inducing the isomorphism.Aftera homotopy we may
assume that f is transverseto the bi-collared subcomplex Xe X { 2 } of K(G, 6)
foreach edge e of G, and that foreach component K of %3C,
f(K) is contained in
Xv for some vertexv of G. Aftera furtherhomotopy (cf. [14, Lemma 6.5]) we
may assume that each component of if 1(U Xe X { 2 }) is incompressible,where
the union is taken over all edges e of G. Define 2 to be the union of all
components of f'( U X > { 1}) which are not boundary-parallel.Then 2 is
easily seen to have all the propertiesasserted in the statementof the proposition.
(If 2 were empty,f would be homotopic to a map with image disjoint fromall
the Xe; this would imply that 7r1(N) is a vertex group, contradicting the
E
nontriviality
of the splitting.)

3. Hyperbolic 3-manifolds
The Fundamental Theorem 2.2.1 and Proposition 2.3.1, taken together,
show how the ideal points of a curve in X(7r1(M)), where M is a 3-manifold,can
give rise to systemsof incompressiblesurfacesin M. In this section we show how
a hyperbolic structureon M can give rise to curves of characters to which the
resultsof Section 2 can be applied. The substance of this section is largelydue to
Thurston [30]. However, since the point of view of this paper is ratherdifferent
from that of [30], we have found it most convenient to give a self-contained
account of the material.
3.1 Representationsand hyperbolicstructures.A (complete, oriented) hyperbolic 3-manifoldis the quotient of the hyperbolic 3-space H3 by a discrete,
torsion-freegroup F of orientation-preserving
isometries.The group of orientation-preserving
isometriesof H3 can be identifiedwithPSL2(C) = SL2(C)/{ + 1),
and any discrete, torsion-freesubgroup of PSL2(C) acts freely and properly
discontinuouslyon H3. Two hyperbolic3-manifoldsF \ H3, F' \ H3 are isometric
by an orientation-preserving
isometry(and will be identified)if and only if F and
F' are conjugate in PSL2(C). Thus with a hyperbolic 3-manifold M we can
associate a representation of 7r1(M) in PSL2(C) which is canonical up to
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equivalence; this representationis faithfuland its image is discrete and
torsion-free.
It followsfromresultsproved in [12] that M can be identified
with the interiorof a possiblynoncompactmanifold-withdiffeomorphically
boundaryM, whose boundarycomponentsare tori,in such a way that every
m
is containedin a peripheral
rank-two
freeabelian subgroupof 7T,(M) 7T,(M)
torussubgroup,i.e. a conjugateof the imageunderinclusionof 7r1(T)forsome
incompressible
componentT of WM.(Since M must clearlybe irreducible,T
cannothave a compressible
componentunlessM R2 KXS1.) A peripheraltorus
subgroupof 7T1(M)C PSL2(C) is conjugateto a groupof cosetsof matricesof
the form(1 X), X E C; in fact,it is easilyseen thateverydiscreterank-two
thetraces(defined
freeabeliansubgroupofPSL2(C) has thisform.In particular,
up to sign) of the elementsof such a subgroupare +2. The volumeof M, as a
Riemannianmanifold,
is finiteifand onlyifM is compactand 7TfM) containsno
abeliansubgroupof finiteindex.

3.1.1. PROPOSITION. (Thurston).Let M be a hyperbolic3-manifold.The
canonicalrepresentation
of 7T,(M)in PSL2(C) may be liftedto a representation
in SL2(C).

Proof.Let VP,VPdenotethe principalbundlesof unittangentframesto the
orientedmanifoldsM and H3, respectively.The action of PSL2(C) on H3
an action on VP,whichis easilyseen to be simply
induces,via differentiation,
thusthechoiceofa "base frame"(F E ?' givesriseto a diffeomorphic
transitive;
identification
of 6' with PSL2(C). On the otherhand, the coveringprojection
p: H3

--

M induces a local diffeomorphism
P:

6' --*?,

which maps the fibersof

the framebundle?' diffeomorphically
ontothe fibersof?). Since p is a covering
map, so is P. Now the action of PSL2(C) on 6' restrictsto an action of
F = 7T1(M) (whichwe identify
witha subgroupof PSL2(C)) on 6P. By the chain
rule we have P o y = P foreach y e F. Moreover,since the restriction
of P to
each fiberof the SO(3)-bundle?' is 1-1,it is clearthatF acts transitively
on the
fibersof 6) as a coveringspace of ?). Thus 6) is a regularcoveringspace with
of i withPSL2(C) we
coveringgroupF; and by usingthe above identification
have-Pw1 F \ PSL2(C).
Let f denote the inverse image of F in SL2(C) under the quotient
4. Then ' - F \ SL2(C); since SL2(C) is simplyconnected,
homomorphism
is necessarilyparallelizable,so
7,(9P) t~ r. But M, as an orientable3-manifold,
,(?7 ) t F X Z2. Since F is torsion-free,and
that ? t M X SO(3). Thus Fr1t
sincethekernelof 4 has order2, 4 mustmap thefirstfactorin thisdirect-product decomposition
ofF isomorphically
ontoF, and theconclusionfollows.
D2
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3.2 Dimensionsof varietiesof characters.The followingresultappears,in
quite different
language,in [30].
3.2.1. PROPOSITION. (Thurston).Let N be a compactorientable3-manifold.
Let po: 7r(N) -* SL2(C) be an irreducible
such thatforeach torus
representation
+
componentT of aN, p0(im(rj(T) -- r(N))) ? { 1). Let R0 be an irreducible
componentof R(,rn(N)) containingpo. ThenX0 = t(RO) (which by 1.4.4 is an
affinevariety)has dimension?s - 3X(N), wheres is the numberof torus
componentsof WN.

Proof(Thurston).By 1.5.3,theconclusionis equivalentto theassertionthat
dimRO ? s - 3X(N) + 3. We shallprovethisby inductionon s. Firstsuppose
thats = 0. We mayassumethataN # 0, forotherwiseX(N) = 0 and thereis
nothingto prove. Now N has the homotopytype of a finite2-dimensional
CW-complexK withone 0-celland,say,m 1-cellsand n 2-cells.Thus 7n1(N)has a
presentation
= rn= 1). Definea regularmap f: SL2(C)m
(g. ..* ,gm: rl =
-- SL2(C)n by f(x1,. . . ,x
= (ri(x1,.. ,Xm))Ii In, whereri(x1,.
is the
X
matrixobtainedby substituting
x; for g, in the word ri. Then R(,r1(N)) =
f-'(1, 1,... ,1). Thus R(,r1(N)) is the inverse image of a point under a regular
affinevarietyto a 3n-dimensional
affinevariety,
map froma 3m-dimensional
?
and hence each of its irreduciblecomponentshas dimension 3m - 3n =
+ 3, as required.
-3X(K) + 3 =-3X(N)
Now suppose thats > 0. Let T be a toruscomponentof WM.Since T is
incompressible,
thereis an elementa E sr1(N),representedby a simpleclosed
curvein T, such thatpo(a) =#? 1 SL2(C). By 1.5.1, thereis an elementy of
7n1(N)such that po restrictsto an irreduciblerepresentation
of the subgroup
a
generatedby and y, and such thatXO(y) #?2.
Thereexistsa manifoldN', suchthatN is obtainedfromN' by the addition
of a 2-handleto a genus 2 boundarycomponentT' of N', and such that the
conditionshold.Thereis a standardbasis a', /B',y', 3' of7r1(T') so that
following
a' and y' are mappedto a and y underthenaturalsurjection
i* : r1(N') '-* (N),
and the 2-handleis attachedto T' alonga simpleclosed curvewhichrepresents
the conjugacyclass of 8'. The manifoldN' can be constructed
by removingfrom
N a neighborhoodof an embedded loop, based,on T, which representsthe
elementy of ru1(N).Let a denotethe element[a', /3']= [y', 8'] of 7u1(N').
The representation
sincei* is a
p6 = po o i*: r,(N') -* SL2(C) is irreducible
surjection.Since the kernelof i* is the normalclosureof 8', we may identify
of representaR(7T,(N)) withthe closed algebraicset W C R( rn(N')) consisting
=
1.
tionsp of sr1(N')such thatp(3')
uses the fact
(This identification
implicitly
. .

that the isomorphism type of R(,r1(N))

does not depend on the choice of

of an1(N).)In particular,
generators
Ro is an irreduciblecomponentof R'I n W,
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where Ri' is an irreduciblecomponentof
containingp6. By the
R(,r,(N'))
inductionhypothesis,
dim R'

(s-

1) -3X(N')

+ 3 = s-3

(N)

+ 5.

We willshowthatRo is an irreducible
componentoftheinverseimageofa point
-under a regular map f: R'0 C2, from which it follows that dimR' ?
s - 3X(N) + 3.
Specifically,let f: R' --*C2 be definedby f(p) = (T(3'), r(a)). Clearly
R0 C f 1(2,2). Let Y denote the set of all representations
p E R'0 whose
restrictions
to the subgroupof wl(N') generatedby a' and y' is reducible.By
1.4.2, Y is a closedalgebraicset. Let Z denotetheclosedalgebraicset consisting
of all p E R'0 such that .,,,(p)= Xp(y') = ?2. Since i*(y') = y, the defining
propertiesof the elementy guaranteethatpO 4 Y U Z. Hence in orderto prove
our claimit is enoughto provethatf-1(2, 2) C (R'0 n w) u Y u z.
Let p ef-1(2,2) be given.Then Xp(3') = Xp(a) = 2. By 1.5.5,the restrictionsofp to thesubgroupsof r,(N') generatedrespectively
by (a, ,B) and {y, 8)
in commonwitheach ofthematrices
are reducible.Thus p(a) has an eigenvector
invariant
p(a'), p(y'). In the case p(a) # 1, p(a) has a unique 1-dimensional
subspace,and it followsthatp c Y.
Now considerthe case p(a)= 1. Then p(y') and p(3') commute.Since
p(3') has trace ?2, eitherp(3') = 1 or p(y') has trace ?2; thuseitherp c W
or p c Z. Thisestablishestheinclusionf-'(2,2) c (W n R'0) U Y U Z.
E
Now let M denotea hyperbolic3-manifold
of finitevolume.Fix a faithful
of7T,(M)in PSL2(C) withdiscreteimage.Using3.1.1, fixa lifting
representation
-*
of thisrepresentation.
Then Po is faithful
and has discrete
r1(M)
SL2(C)
po
image. Choose an irreduciblecomponentRo of R(H) containingpo. The
representation
po is necessarilyirreducible.(In fact,the argumentgivenin [12]
shows that po could be reducibleonly if II were abelian, and this would
contradict
theassumption
thatM has finitevolume.)Hence by 1.4.4,X0 = t(RO)
C X(ll) is an affinevariety.
If M is not closed,it maybe seen at once from3.2.2 thatdimX0 > 0; thus
XOcontainsat leastone curve.One can applyTheorem2.2.1 to the ideal points
of such a curve to obtain splittingsof 7r1(M),which by 2.3.1 give rise to
surfacesin M. This is the methodthatwillbe used in
systemsof incompressible
Section5 of thispaper and in [6] and [7].
4. Haken manifoldsand virtualHaken manifolds
We begin by reviewingsome deep results,due to Thurstonand Mostow,
about hyperbolicmanifolds.We shall then show how to combinethese with
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to get a structure
resultsdue to Scott, Waldhausen,and Meeks-Simon-Yau
large"3-manifolds
up to homotopytype.
theorem(4.2.2) for"almostsufficiently
it does notseem
Althoughthisresultfollowseasilyfromseveralknowntheorems,
to be generallyunderstood.
4.1. Thurston'sand Mostow's theorems.Recall thata Hakenmanifoldis a
thatis "sufficiently
large,"i.e. concompact,orientable,irreducible3-manifold
surface.The lastconditionis automaticin thecase ofa
tainssomeincompressible
bounded manifold.By a virtualHaken manifoldwe shall mean a compact,
3-manifold
thatis "almostsufficiently
large,"i.e. thathas
orientable,irreducible
a finite-sheeted
coveringcontainingan incompressiblesurface.By a recent
coveringof an
theoremdue to Meeks, Simon and Yau [19], a finite-sheeted
irreducible
3-manifold
is irreducible.
Thus everyvirtualHaken maniorientable,
foldis coveredby a Haken manifold.
Theorem[31] characterizes
the Haken manifolds
Thurston'sUniformization
whose interiorshave hyperbolicmetrics.The followingversionof Thurston's
theorem,whichis equivalentto the originalversionvia the strongformof the
torustheorem([15], [16]) is the mostconvenientformforthe applicationsin this
paper.
4.1.1. THURSTON'S UNIFORMIZATION THEOREM. Let N be a Hakenmanifold
(if any) are all tori.TheneitherN is Seifert-fibered,
whoseboundarycomponents
or N is
toruswhich is not boundary-parallel,
or N containsan incompressible
M
M
to (? 3) forsomehyperbolic
manifold offinitevolume. []
homeomorphic
Thurstonhas conjecturedthat 4.1.1 is true for everyclosed, orientable,
3-manifold
irreducible
M, even ifM is not assumedto containan incompressible
surface.In 4.2.1 belowwe shallshowthatup to homotopy
typethisis trueforall
virtualHaken manifolds.In Section5 we shall presentsome new evidencefor
Thurston'sconjecturein thecase thatM is, forexample,a regularbranchedcover
of S3.

The nextresultis the 3-dimensional
closed case of the theoremprovedby
Mostowin [22]. (For anotherproof,due to Gromov,see [30].)
4.1.2. MOSTOW RIGIDITY THEOREM. Let f: M -* M' be a diffeomorphism
Thenf is homotopicto an isometry. []
betweenclosedhyperbolic
3-manifolds.
(We have restrictedattentionto closed manifoldsas a matterof conveof finite
nience; 4.1.2 remainstrue if M and M' are hyperbolic3-manifolds
volume.)
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We shallbe usingMostow'stheoremin an equivalentform,Proposition
4.1.5
below. A proofof 4.1.5 is actuallyimplicitin Mostow'sproofof his rigidity
how
theorem;however,forthe reader'sconveniencewe shallshow,conversely,
to derive4.1.5 from4.1.2. Firstwe reviewsome elementary
facts.
If thehyperbolic3-spaceH3 is identified
withthe open upperhalf-spacein
H3 oftheclosed
ofH3 extendsto the1-pointcompactification
R3, everyisometry
H3 is a closedball; itsboundaryis the"sphereat
upperhalf-space.
Topologically,
infinity"S.,. We may identifyS. with the Riemannsphereso that the selfof S. induced by isometriesof H3 are the classical homohomeomorphisms
graphies(Mobiustransformations)
and anti-homographies.
A hyperbolic
isometry
is uniquelydetermined
by the inducedhomography
or anti-homography.
4.1.3.

PROPOSITION.

Let M and M' be closed hyperbolic3-manifolds,let

Fo F,: M -- M' be homotopicdiffeomorphisms,
and suppose that F0 is an
-*
isometry.Let Fo: H3 H3 be a liftingof F0, so that Fo is an isometryand

inducesa nomography
or anti-homography
ft: SO -> S.. Then F1 has a unique
liftingF1 :H3--* H3 whichextendsto a homeomorphism
of H3 and inducesthe
on
homeomorphism
SO.
ft

Proof.The uniquenessis clear,forany twoliftings
ofF1 differ
by a covering
and a coveringtransformation,
as a hyperbolicisometryof H3,
transformation;
cannot induce the identityon S,, unless it is itselfthe identity.To prove
existence,we fix a smoothhomotopyF: M X I M fromF0 to F1. By the
thereis a homotopyF:H3 -* H3 suchthat(F)o=
coveringhomotopyproperty,
F0. We shallshowthatF1 = (F)1 has the desiredproperties.
It suffices
to showthatif(xi)j?0 is a sequenceofpointsin H3 converging
to
x E SOON
then(F1(xi))2>0 convergesto ,(x). For i ? 0, the smoothpath : I at
H3 definedby &i(t)= F,(xi) has boundedlengthas i -x o because F is a liftof
the smoothhomotopyF betweenclosedmanifolds.
Thus thehyperbolicdistance
betweenyi = Fo(xi) and zi = Fl(xi) is bounded.But it is nothardto showthat
if(yj)ji0 and (zj)j?0 are any sequencesof pointsin H3 suchthatthehyperbolic
distancebetweenyiand zi is boundedas i -x o, and if(yi) convergesin H3 to a
point y E S,, then(zi) also convergesin H3 to y. Since (Fo(xi)) convergesto
D
i(x), so does (Fl(xi)).
4.1.4.

COROLLARY.

in theconclusionof4.1.2 is unique.
Theisometry

D

4.1.5. PROPOSITION. Let f: M -* M' be a diffeomorphism
of closed hyperThenany liftingoff to H3 extendsto a homeomorphism
bolic3-manifolds.
of H3
or anti-homography
on S,,.
to a homography
whichrestricts
Proof Thisis immediatefrom4.1.2 and 4.1.3.
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4.2. VirtualHaken manifolds.The followingconsequenceof the Mostow
rigidity
theoremwas pointedout to us by Thurston,and JohnMorgansupplied
somehelp withthe argument.
4.2.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a closed,orientable3-manifold.Supposethat
some finite-sheeted
coveringspace of M has a hyperbolicmetric.Then M is
homotopy-equivalent
to a hyperbolic
3-manifold.
Proof Since everyfinite-index
subgroupof 7T1(M) containsa normalfiniteindex subgroup,M has a finite-sheeted
regularcoveringspace M which is
We mayidentify
hyperbolic.
theuniversalcoveringspace ofM withtheuniversal
coveringof M, and hence withH3; let r and r denotethe groupsof covering
transformations
of H3 over M and M respectively.
Everyy E r is a liftingof
some coveringtransformation
of M over M; hence by 4.1.5, y extendsto a
ofH3 whichrestricts
homeomorphism
on SOO
to a Mobiustransformation
p(y) E
PSL2(C). Thisdefinesa representation
p of r in PSL2(C). Since f c r is a group
ofhyperbolic
thehomomorphism
isometries,
p I F --,PSL2(C) is injective.But
F has finiteindex in r, and r is torsion-free
since it acts continuouslyand
withoutfixedpoints on the contractible,
finite-dimensional
space H3. Hence
p: rF- PSL2(C) is injective.Moreover,p(r) C PSL2(C) is discretesince it has
the discretesubgroupp(F) of finiteindex.Since p(r) is also torsion-free,
it is
isomorphic
to thefundamental
groupofa hyperbolic
M'. SinceM and
3-manifold
M' have isomorphicfundamental
groupsand are both coveredby the contractible manifold
D
H3, theyare homotopy-equivalent.
4.2.2. THEOREM. Let M be a virtualHaken manifoldwithoutboundary.
TheneitherM is Seifert-fibered,
or M containsan incompressible
torus,or M is
to a hyperbolic
homotopy-equivalent
3-manifold.
Proof In thelanguageof [27],thetorusconjecture
is said to holdin a closed
M if everyessentialsingulartorusin M, i.e. everymap
irreducible3-manifold
offundamental
f: T2-* M whichinducesa monomorphism
groups,is homotopic
to a map whoseimageis containedin a Seifert-fibered
submanifold
of M whose
in M. Theorem1.2 of [27],whichfollowsfrom
boundarytoriare incompressible
workdone by Scott,Waldhausen,and Meeks-Simon-Yau,
assertsthatthe torus
conjectureholds in everyvirtualHaken manifoldM. Hence if thereexistsan
essentialsingulartorus in M, eitherM is Seifert-fibered
or M containsan
incompressible
torus.
Now considerthecase thatthereis no essentialsingulartorusin M. Since M
is a virtualHaken manifold,some finite-sheeted
coveringspace M of M is a
Hakenmanifold.Clearlythereis no essentialsingulartorusin M. In particularM
containsno incompressible
torus;and M cannotbe Seifert-fibered,
because in
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groupthereis an essential
space withinfinitefundamental
everySeifert-fibered
M
is
so
by 4.2.1, M is homotopyand
4.1.1,
hyperbolic;
Hence,
by
singulartorus.
F
3-manifold.
equivalentto a hyperbolic
5. Regularbranchedcoveringspaces
In thissectionwe give new proofsof the generalizedSmithconjecture[3]
and of the resultsdue to Davis and Morgan [9] on finitegroup actions on
homotopy3-spheres.Our proofsyield new results,apparentlyinaccessibleby
which are
other methods,on the structureof closed, orientable3-manifolds
links.
regularbranched covers of other manifoldsbranched over non-trivial
Theorems 5.1.2, 5.2.4, and 5.2.7 provide evidence that the conjectureof
prime
Thurston'sstatedin Section4 may be trueforthe non-simply-connected
which
Moreover,manyopen questionson 3-manifolds,
factorsof suchmanifolds.
pre-dateThurston'sconjectures,can be proved for this class of manifoldsby
meansof our Theorem5.2.4; we give severalexamplesof thisin subsection5.3.
The proofof the Smithconjecturein [3] dependson showingthata regular
linkeither
non-trivial"
branchedcoveringspace N branchedovera "sufficiently
surfaceor has a fundamentalgroup that can be
containsan incompressible
in PSL2(F) forsome finitefieldF. In our proof,given
non-trivially
represented
in 5.1, thefinitefieldF is replacedby C. In 5.2 we show,roughlyspeaking,that
indicesofthecoveringis greaterthan5, therepresentaifone oftheramification
trueif the
tionin PSL2(C) can be takento have infiniteimage.(This is strictly
(Theorem
containsa normal2-complement
group of coveringtransformations
with infiniteimage of a
5.2.7); otherwiseone gets (5.2.4) a representation
subgroupof 7T,(N)whoseindexis a powerof 2.) The Davis-Morgantheoremis
derivedas a corollaryto 5.2.4. In 5.3 we apply 5.2.4 to prove analoguesfor
certainregularbranchedcoveringsof two knowntheoremson Haken manifolds:
Waldhausen'stheorem[36] on 3-manifoldswhose fundamentalgroups have
center,and Evans and Jaco's theorem[11] on free subgroupsof 3-manifold
groups.
in PSL2(C) and theSmithConjecture.Let N denotea
5.1. Representations
M, branched
regularbranchedcoveringspace of a closed orientable3-manifold
over a linkin M. This meansthatM is the quotientof N underthe actionof a
such that, for each
diffeomorphisms
finitegroup r of orientation-preserving
x E N, the stabilizerrx is cyclic;and forsome x, rx -#{ 1. The subsetS of N
stabilizerswillbe called the singularset.
consistingof all pointswithnon-trivial
Thus L = s/r is a linkin M, called the
It is easy to showthatS is a 1-manifold.
branchset.
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Suppose thatK is a componentof L. An element,i of 'n1(K - L) will be

called a meridian of K if it belongs to the unique conjugacy class in 7T(M

-

L)

by theboundaryofan embeddeddiskin M thatmeetsK in
whichis represented
indexof K is the orderof the stabilizerof any point
one point.The ramification
and conjugate
of S in the inverseimageof K. (AlRsuch stabilizersare non-trivial
in r.)
in r to theuniversalcover
Let F be the groupofall liftsofdiffeomorphisms
F wouldbe called the
[30]),
Thurston,
(see
orbifolds
of
N of N; in the language
fundamentalgroup of the orbifoldM. The group r acts on N with cyclic
and 71(N) is embeddedin f as thegroupof liftsof theidentitymap.
stabilizers,
Let S denotethe singularset in N. Since F acts freelyon N - S withquotient
M - L, we may view F as a quotient of r71(M- L); the stabilizers in F are
generatedby the imagesof the meridiansof componentsof L.
Let 4): 7T,(M - L) -> F be the quotientmap and let ( ) denote normal
closure. It is not difficultto check that, if i 1,... ,[L and rl,... ,r are the
ofL,
indicesofthe componentsK1,....K
respectivemeridiansand ramification
we have
,

(i)

=

T(

-

L)/(r4,...rs

(ii) r/'n1(N) = r,
(iii)

71l(M)=

(yyy(S)

We remarkthat if M is a rationalhomologysphere then r has a canonical
to Zr, D Zr2 D ... * r.
quotientisomorphic
If Li is a linkin Mi fori = 1,2 thenwe defineL to be a connectedsum of
as follows.For
(M1, L1) and (M2, L2) ifL is a linkin M = Ml # M2 constructed
is
f
i = 1,2, let Bi be a 3-ballin Mi suchthatthe pair(Bi, Bi Li) diffeomorphic
theboundaries
to the standard(B3, B') pair.ConstructM, # M2 by identifying
L1
and
(M2-Int B2,
fnL1))
Int(B1
of the deleted pairs (M1- Int B1,
Int(B2 n L2)) and let L be the union of L, - Int(B, n L1) and
L2linkis primeif it cannotbe
L2- Int(B2 n L2). We will say thata non-trivial
links;here a triviallinkis
decomposedas a connectedsum of two non-trivial
link
a
disk.Everynon-trivial
bounds
which
definedto be a linkofone component
is a finiteconnectedsumof primelinks(cf. [13, p. 3]). A
in a closed3-manifold
if
link is splittable its complementis the connectedsum of two non-closed
3-manifolds.
largelinkifM - L is irreducibleand if there
DefineL to be a sufficiently
%(L) of
existsa surfaceS in M such that,forsome open tubularneighborhood
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and notboundary-paral(L)) is a surfacewhichis incompressible
lel in M - (L).
thissection,N willdenotea regularbranchedcoverof a closed
Throughout
M, branchedover a linkL withcomponentsK1,..., KS;
orientable3-manifold
N, S5 r, r, tij, and riwillbe definedas above.
provedby Gordon
whichis essentially
theorem,
We willneed the following
and Litherlandin [13].
L, S - (S n

large.Theneither
5.1.1. THEOREM. SupposethatL is primeand sufficiently
surfaceof positivegenusor bothM and N contain
N containsan incompressible
2-spheres.
non-separating
large link" requiresthat M - L
(In [13] the definitionof a "sufficiently
However
the proofapplies verbatim
surface.
containa closed incompressible
C:
givenabove.)
undertheweakerhypothesis
Then one of
5.1.2. THEOREM. Suppose thatL is primeand non-splittable.
holds.
thefollowingalternatives
space and a closed
(I) M - L is the connectedsum of a Seifert-fibered
manifold.
surfaceof positivegenus.
(II) N containsa closedincompressible
2-spheres.
(III) BothM and N containnon-separating
of f in PSL2(C), whichis notdiagonalizable
(IV) Thereis a representation
to each stabilizerf x E N, is faithful.
and whoserestriction
ofM - L contains
theprimedecomposition
Proof Since L is notsplittable,
of a link
as
the
be
which
complement
may regarded
onlyone non-closedfactor,
L' in a connectedsummandM' of M. If the primemanifoldM' - L' containsa
then(III) holds.Hence we mayassumethatM' - L' is
2-sphere,
non-separating
irreducible.
Note thatN has a connectedsummandN' whichis a regularbranchedcover
of M', branchedoverL'; and thateach componentof L' has the same ramifilarge
componentof L. If L' is a sufficiently
cationindexas the corresponding
linkin M' thenby 5.1.1, either(II) or (III) holds.On theotherhand,ifM' -L'
then(I) holds.
is Seifert-fibered
largeand M' - L' is
Thereremainsthe case in whichL' is not sufficiently
M'
L' has a hyperbolic
from
4.1.1
that
it
follows
Then
not Seifert-fibered.
metricof finitevolume.Let p0: -r"(M' L') -* SL2(C) be a faithful
representationwhoseimageis discrete(see 3.1.1) and let Ro be an irreduciblecomponent
of R(,r1(M' - L')) containingp0. We shallshowthatRo containsa representationp, whichis notdiagonalizable,suchthatp(pi4)has order2rifori = 1,... .5s
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whereK.... K' are the componentsof L' and 1....
are the corresponding
meridians.The representation
p' -rT(M-L) -* PSL2(C), definedby composing
p on theleftwiththequotientmap SL2(C) -* PSL2(C) and on therightwiththe
projectionofthefreeproduct7"1(M- L) to itsfreefactor7"1(M'- L'), willhave
the property
thatp'(pi) has orderri.Hence p' willdefinea representation
p" of
F in PSL2(C), whichis notdiagonalizable;and sincethestabilizers
rFofpointsof
N are theimagesofmeridiansin 71(M - L), therestriction
of p" to each rFwill
be injective.Thus alternative
(IV) willhold in thiscase.
Set XO= t(RO) C X(71(M' - L')); by 1.4.4, X0 is an affinevariety.Considerthe regularmapf: X0 -> Cs definedby
.

.

f(x)

= (X(GL) J ... XGs))

Now, the conjugacyclasses of elementsof trace # ?2 in SL2(C) are
an elementof traceeqri/r+ e- vi/rwill
determined
by theirtraces.In particular,
have order2r in SL2(C), and its image in PSL2(C) will have orderr. Let us
considerthe pointu cCs C PS definedby
U=

(e 7i/r1 + e-Ti/r,

eTi/rs + e- ri/rs).

Assumeforthe momentthatf is surjective,so thatthereis a characterX1 C XO
suchthatf(X1) = u. Then in orderto showthat(IV) holds,it is enoughto show
thatthereexistsp e Ro withX, = X1isuch thatthe imageof p in SL2(C) is not
diagonalizable.We knowby 1.5.3 thatthe inverseimage of X undert I Ro has
affinesubvariety
dimension? 3 foreach X e X0. Thus thereis a 3-dimensional
of representations
withcharacterXi. We claimthatthe set B of
of Ro consisting
in t-'(Xl) is containedin a closedalgebraicset of
diagonalizablerepresentations
dimensionat most2. There are only two diagonalelementsof SL2(C) witha
giventrace;hence B is a finiteunionof equivalenceclasses of representations.
centralSince a non-trivial
diagonalsubgroupof SL2(C) has a one-dimensional
izer,each equivalenceclassin B is theimageofSL2(C) undera map whosefibers
This provesthe claimand it followsthatB is a propersubset
are 1-dimensional.
of t-'(Xo); thisestablishesthe existenceof thedesiredrepresentation.
To completethe proofof the theoremit is now enoughto show thatf is
surjective.Suppose to the contrarythatw 4 f(XO) forsome w e C'. We have
dimX0 ? n by 3.2.1. Choose a pointx e X0, and let D C C' be an affineline
joining w to v = f(x). Then any irreduciblecomponentof the non-empty
algebraicset f '(D) has dimension? (dimXO) - (n - 1) ? 1. (This follows
from[23, Corollary3.14] applied to a set of n - 1 linear polynomials:the
functions
1io f, where11,.... inon Cn whosezero set is
i1 are linearpolynomials
D.) Hence f '(D) containsan affinecurve C. Now, using the notationof
Section 1, considerthe map fI C: C -* D of projectivecurves. It is either
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constant,in whichcase 'C(fl = v foreveryideal pointx of C, or surjective,
in
whichcase fIC(f) = w forsome ideal pointx of C. In eithercase, thereis an
ideal pointx of C forwhich
is finiteforj = 1,....,n. By the Fundamental
Theorem2.2.1, x determines
a non-trivial
of 71(M' - L') forwhichthe
splitting
meridianof each componentof L' belongsto a vertexgroup.Now apply 2.3.1,
to be a unionof meridiancurves,one in each componentof M' - L'.
takingYuC
This gives a non-boundary-parallel
incompressiblesurfacein M' - L' whose
boundarycurvesare all meridians.Thus L' is a sufficiently
largelink:contradiction.
FE
5.1.3. COROLLARY. If r is cyclic and L is a non-trivial
link, then either
N
has
a
non-trivial
representation
in
PSL2(C),
or
an incompressicontains
7T,(N)
ble torus.
Proof.Since L is a connectedsumofprimelinks,and N is a connectedsum
of cyclicbranchedcoversof theseprimelinks,we may assumethatL is prime.
Moreover,we may assumethatL is a knot;because otherwiseby Smiththeory
in PSL2(C) with
we have H1(N; Z) -#0, and so -7T,(N)has a representation
non-trivial
cyclicimage.Thus one ofthealternatives
(I)-(IV) of5.1.2 musthold.
If (I) holdsthenN has a canonicalSeifert-fibered
connectedsummandN'. It
is well-known
thatby computingitsSeifertinvariants
one can showthatN' is not
a 3-sphere.Thus some non-trivial
quotientof 7T1(N') is a Fuchsian group and
hence embedsin PSL2(R) C PSL2(C).
If (II) holds,then7T1(N) -#1; moreover,
by 4.1.1, someconnectedsummand
or Seifert-fibered
or containsan incompressible
ofN is hyperbolic
torus.In either
in PSL2(C).
of thefirsttwo cases,-7T1(N)has a non-trivial
representation
If (III) holds then g (N) has an infinitecyclic quotientwhich can be
embeddedin PSL2(C).
of
If (IV) holdsthen,sincef/7T1(N)is thecyclicgroupr, therepresentation
of 7T1(N).
to a non-trivial
r givenby (IV) restricts
representation
g
5.1.4. COROLLARY (GeneralizedSmithConjecture).if r is cyclicand L is
D
a non-trivial
knotthen'n1(N) 7#1.
and groupactionson homotopy
5.2. Infiniterepresentations
3-spheres.The
followingtwo lemmas,whichwill be used in the proofof Theorem5.2.4, are
consequencesof theoremsdue to Tollefson.
5.2.1. LEMMA. Let T be an involution of the bounded orientable
Seifert-fibered
manifoldQ0such thatT I a Q is homotopicto theidentity
map on
T
has
a
in
which
the
branch
set
Then
the
quotient
of
by
Seifertfibration
Q0
aQ0.
(Fix T)/T is a finiteunionoffibers.
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impliesthatT
Proof The hypothesis
thatTIaQ0be homotopicto theidentity
preservesorientation
and hence thateach componentof the fixedset of T is a
A theoremof Tollefson[34] statesthatT is fiber-preserving
in some
1-manifold.
Seifertfibrationof Q0. Since T aQ0 is homotopicto the identity,the cyclic
fiberis
subgroupof g,(Qo) whose generatoris representedby a non-singular
fixedby the automorphism
inducedby T. Thus T cannotreversethe orientation
of any invariantfiber.If x is any fixed point of T then T restrictsto an
of the fiberthroughx whichhas order
orientation-preserving
homeomorphism
< 2 and has a fixedpoint.Thus T is theidentity
on thefiber.This showsthatthe
fixedpointset of T is a finiteunionof fibers,and the conclusionof the lemma
L]

follows.

5.2.2. LEMMA. Let ro be a normalsubgroupof r withindexa powerof 2.
Let MO= N/ro and let Lo C MO be the branchset of the regularbranched
space
coveringof MOby N. If MO - Lo is theconnectedsum of a Seifert-fibered
and a closedmanifold,thenso is M - L.
we mayreduceto thecase whenro has
Proof Since 2-groupsare nilpotent,
forMOoverM restricts
to an involutionT
index2 in r. The coveringtranslation
ofMO - Lo, A theoremdue to Tollefson(Lemmas1 and 2 of [33]) impliesthatif
MO- Lo containsa 2-spherewhichdoes not bound a ball, then it containsa
2-sphereI such that either2 = T(2) or E n T(2) = 0. By combiningthis
withKneser'sTheorem,one can showthatMO- Lo containsa familyof disjoint
2-sphereswhichis invariantunder T, such thatthe manifoldQ1,obtainedby
cuttingalong these 'spheresand capping off,has only irreducibleconnected
components.Since MO- Lo is the connectedsum of a closed manifoldwitha
SeifertfiberedmanifoldQ0,it followsfromtheuniqueness
necessarily
irreducible
thatQ1has onlyone non-closedcomponentand that
of theprimedecomposition
to QO.
it mustbe homeomorphic
of Q0.By Lemma5.2.1, thequotientof QOby
Thus T inducesan involution
T will have a Seifertfibrationin whichthe branchset is a union of fibers.It
followsthatM - L is a connectedsum of a Seifertfiberedspace and a closed
manifold.
We need one morelemmaforthe proofof Theorem5.2.4.
5.2.3. LEMMA. If'r2(N)

=

0 thenL is a primelinkand g2(M - L) = 0.

Proof Suppose L were not prime.Let 2 be a 2-spherewhichmeetsL in
links.Let z be theinverseimage
two points,and separatesL intotwo nontrivial
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of I in N. Theremustbe a componentN' ofN - z whoseclosurecontainsonly
one component2' of 2, since otherwisesome componentof z would be
whichmap 2' to itselfis a
The groupof coveringtranslations
non-separating.
cyclicgroup,and the quotientof N' by thisgroupis a componentof
non-trivial
M

-

E. Thus N has a connected summand which is a cyclic branched covering

link.By Corollary5.1.3, thissummandofN is
space,branchedovera non-trivial
not simplyconnected. Thus N

-

N' must be simplyconnected. But N

-

N' win

containa translateof N' unless2' is invariantunderall coveringtranslations.
However this latterstatementwould imply that the cover was cyclic, and
Corollary5.1.3 would then show g1(N - N') # 1. Thus the firstassertionis
established.
Let 2 be a 2-spherein M - L, and let L be the inverseimage of 2 in N.
Since g72(N) = 0, the closureof some componentN' of N - z must,as before,
containonly one componentof L. This impliesthat N' cannot contain any
components of the singularset in N. But since g72(N) = 0, eitherN' or N - N' is
mapsN' intoN - N', N' must
simplyconnected;sincesomecoveringtranslation
2
the
contractible
image of N' in M - L.
be simplyconnected.Thus bounds
0
C]
O.
This shows that g2(M - L)
5.2.4. THEOREM. Supposethat'n2(N) = 0 and thatforsomei < s we have
>
fiberedspace witha
TheneitherM - L is theconnectedsum of a Seifert
5.
ri
torus,or 7r1(N)has a subgroup
closedmanifold,orN containsan incompressible
2
has
a
in
a
which
representation PSL2(C) withinfiniteimage.
of index powerof
forotherwise
Proof We mayassumethatM is a rationalhomology3-sphere,
ontoZ and hence has an infiniterepresentation
7TI(N)admitsa homomorphism
in PSL2(C). Thus,accordingto thediscussionin 5.1, F has a quotientisomorphic

E

E -* e Z

The cyclic factorsin this quotient are generated by the
images of the stabilizersin r. We may assume that r1 = r2 =
rk = 2 and
to Zrj

Zr2

k < s.) Let IO be the inverse
that ri7#2 fori = k + 1,... ,s. (By hypothesis,

image of

Zrk+1 ? *.*

e Zr

under the quotient map. Then MO - N/IO

has a

f 1(N) branchedovera linkLo in Mo. The
regularbranchedcoverNo = N/IO n
indicesof thiscoveringare all greaterthan 2, and at least one is
ramification
coveringspace of N and thatthe
greaterthan5. Note thatNo is a finite-sheeted
numberof sheetsis a powerof 2.
By Lemma 5.2.3, applied to the branchedcoveringspace No of M05 the
O. In particularLo is not
branchset Lo is a primelink and 72(MO- LO) 0
of Theorem5.1.2 musthold withLo
splittable.Thus one of the fouralternatives
and Mo in place of L and M.
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If MO - Lo is the connectedsum of a Seifertfiberedspace and a closed
manifold,thenby Lemma 5.2.2, so is M - L. (One can show thatthe closed
summandof M - L is a homotopy3-sphere,but we do notneed this.)
If No contains an incompressiblesurfaceof positive genus then since
vr2(N)= 0, N will be the connectedsum of a virtualHaken manifoldwith a
homotopy3-sphere.By 4.2.2, eitherN containsan incompressible
torus,or N is
homotopyequivalentto a Seifertfiberedspace or a hyperbolic
3-manifold.
If N is homotopyequivalentto a Seifertfiberedspace, then,since7T,(N)is
infinite,
7T1(N)has a quotientwhichis an infinite
Fuchsiangroupin PSL2(R) C
PSL2(C). If N is homotopyequivalentto a hyperbolicmanifoldthen rl(N)
in PSL2(C).
obviouslyhas an infinite
representation
The thirdalternative
ofTheorem5.1.2, thatM0 and No containnon-separatcannotarisebecause r2(No) = 0.
ing 2-spheres,
The lastalternative
is thatNocontainsno closedincompressible
surfacesand
a of POin PSL2(C) whichhas non-cyclic
thatthereexistsa representation
image
and whichmaps each (cyclic)stabilizerin ro to a subgroupof the same orderin
PSL2(C). Hence by the hypothesisof the theorem,some elementof a(r0) has
- LO) = 0,
order> 5. Moreover,by the proofof 5.1.2 and the factthat T2(MO
manifoldof finitevolumewitha
MO- Lo is the connectedsum of a hyperbolic
homotopy3-sphere,and a is definedby a representation
p: l(Mo - LO) -SL2(C) whichliesin an irreducible
componentROofR(,r1(Mo- LO)) containing
a faithful
representation
p0 withdiscreteimage.If p has infiniteimagethenthe
conclusionofthetheoremfollows,sincea willthenrestrict
to a representation
of
7T,(No) C JOwith infiniteimage.
Now supposethata (and hence p) has a finiteimage.The onlynon-cyclic

finitesubgroupsof PSL2(C) are the dihedralgroupsand the groupsof symmetriesofthefivePlatonicsolids.However,a( ro) cannotbe one ofthelattergroups
since it containsan elementof order greaterthan 5. Hence a(T0) must be
dihedral.
Thus thereis a subgroupIF ofindex2 in POsuchthata has cyclicimage.
We willshowthatFl has a representation
withinfinite
imagewhichhas thesame
characteras a Ir This will followfroma variationof an argumentused in the
proofof Theorem5.1.2.
Let M1 N/F1. We claimthatM1 is an unbranchedtwo-sheeted
covering
space of M0, i.e., thatall the stabilizersin POare containedin P1. Indeed, if a
stabilizerin ro werenotcontainedin rl, itsimagein thedihedralgroupG would
have order 2; since a preservesorder of stabilizersit would followthat PO
containeda stabilizerof order2. This contradictsthe construction
of To, and
provesthatM1 is an unbranchedcoveringof Mo,
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Let L1 denote the branch set in M1 for the coveringof M1 by N1 =
N/Irl n7T,(NO).The manifoldM1 - L1 is the connectedsum of a hyperbolic
3-manifold
offinitevolumewitha homotopy3-sphere;and therestriction
p1ofpo
of ,(Ml L1), whichby the
representation
to (Ml L1) is a discretefaithful
remarksat the end of Section 3 is irreducible.Let R1 be an irreducible
componentof R(7T,(Ml- L1)) which containsthe image of RO under the
- L1)). Set X1 t(Rl) C
restrictionmap: R(7Tl(MO- LO)) --R(T(Ml
X(7T,(Ml L1)). Of courseX1 containsthe characterXi of p1, as well as the
it follows,
Since Pi is an irreduciblerepresentation,
characterX of p ISTj(Mj-Lj)
as in the proofof Theorem 5.1.2, that the inverseimage of X under tIR1
is 3-dimensionaland hence contains a non-diagonalizablerepresentation
-- SL2(C).
,: (Ml-L1)
of Fi. This amountsto
We shall show that4 determinesa representation
showingthatforeach meridianu ofL1, 4(u) has orderequal to 2r wherer is the
to u. Note that since M1 is an unbranched
index corresponding
ramification
,
coveringspace of MO, is also a meridianin Tl(MO - LO) D 7,(Ml -L1) with
a of TO which
index r. Since p determinesthe representation
ramification
+
where o is a
=
(,
tr
p(u)
preservesthe ordersof stabilizers,we have
2r-throotofunity.But 4 and p I 7T,(Ml-L1) have thesame character,
primitive
and so tr4(u) = o + (; sincer > 1, it followsthat4(u) has order2r. Thus we
of Fi,
mayregard4 as a representation
sinceitsimageis abelian;
Now p I l(Ml L1) is a reduciblerepresentation
assumethat4(Fl) consistsof
hence 4 is reducibleby 1.2.1. We may therefore
K
upper triangularmatrices.Set = ker(a IIF,). Then 4(K) has finiteindex in
-

4(Fl);

moreover, 4(K)

consists of upper triangular matrices with l's on the

freeabelian.Thus K has infiniteabelianization.Since
diagonal,and is therefore
of
finite
indexin IF, it too has a subgroupof finiteindex
a
is
subgroup
7T,(Nl)
coverwithpositivefirst
Hence N has a finite-sheeted
withinfinite
abelianization.
Bettinumber.By assumption7T2(N)= 0, so N is the connectedsumof a virtual
Haken manifoldwith a homotopy3-sphere.ThereforeeitherN containsan
in PSL2(C) with infinite
torusor 7T,(N) has a representation
incompressible
L
image.
5.2.5. COROLLARY.If, for some i ? s, ri > 5, then either N has infinite

fundamentalgroup,or M
and a closedmanifold.

-

L is the connectedsum of a Seifertfiberedspace
El

theoremofDavis and
Thiscorollary
is essentially
equivalentto thefollowing
Morgan[9].
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of a homo5.2.6. COROLLARY.Let F be a finitegroupof diffeomorphisms
topy3-sphere.If all of thestabilizersin IF are cyclic,and one has ordergreater
than5, thenr acts essentiallylinearly.
A groupofdiffeomorphisms
is said to act essentiallylinearlyon a homotopy
3-sphereI if thereis an invariantfamilyof disjointhomotopy3-cellsin 2 such
thatS3 is obtainedby collapsingeach one to a point,and such thatthe induced
group of homeomorphisms
of S3 is conjugateto a group of lineardiffeomorphisms.
Corollary5.2.5 impliesthatthequotientof2 by r is theconnectedsumofa
closed manifoldwitha Seifertfiberedspace whichcontainsthe branchset as a
unionof fibers.The closed manifoldmustbe a homotopy3-sphere,whichgives
rise to the invariantfamilyof homotopy3-cells.The induced action on S3
preservesthe fibersin a Seifertfibrationof the sphere; it followsthat it is
to [9] forthe detailsof this
conjugateto a linearaction.The readeris referred
LI
argument.
As a finalremarkon Theorem5.2.4 we note that the conclusioncan be
if r is assumed to have a normal2-complement
(i.e., a normal
strengthened
subgroupof indexa powerof 2 whoseorderis primeto 2).
5.2.7. THEOREM. Suppose that r2(N) = 0, that for some i < s we have
>
ri 5, and that r has a normal2-complement.Then eitherM - L is the
connectedsumof a Seifertfibered
space and a closedmanifold,orN containsan
has
in PSL2(C) with infinite
or
a representation
incompressible
torus, 7r1(N)
image.
Proof We modifythe proofof5.2.4 by definingro to be the inverseimage
in r undertheprojection:r -- r. Then 71(N) C 170,
ofthenormal2-complement
if ro does. The onlyproperties
of
and henceqr(N) has an infinite
representation
ro neededin theproofof5.2.4 are thatit be a normalsubgroupof r whoseindex
is a powerof2 and thatno stabilizerin 170have order2.
LI
5.3. Applications.
and thatri> 5 forsomei.
5.3.1. PROPOSITION.SupposethatL is non-trivial
center,N is the connectedsum of a Seifert
Then if vrn(N)has a non-trivial
orientable
surface)and a homotopy
3-sphere.
space
(with
decomposition
fibered
free
center,it cannotbe a non-trivial
Proof Since 7r1(N)has a non-trivial

product. Hence by Kneser's theorem,N is a connectedsumN #2, where2 is a
homotopy 3-sphere and No is either an irreducible manifold or S2 X S1. Since
we mayassumethatNo is irreducible.By 5.2.4, either
S2 X S' is Seifert-fibered
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(a) M - L is theconnectedsumofa Seifertfiberedspace witha closedmanifold,
torus,or (c) a subgroupH offiniteindexin
or (b) No containsan incompressible
image.If (a) holdsthenNo
p in PSL2(C) withinfinite
7T1(NO)has a representation
and
If (b) holdsthenin particular
is itselfSeifert-fibered.
No is a Haken manifold,
Now suppose
Waldhausen'stheoremin [36] guaranteesthatNo is Seifert-fibered.
and No is irreducible,r(NO)
that(c) holds.Since in particularrl(NO)is infinite,
If p(Z) # { 1},
hence the centerZ of H is itselfnon-trivial.
mustbe torsion-free;
ofeverynon-trivgroupp(H) is abelian,because thecentralizer
thentheinfinite
ial elementof PSL2(C) is abelian.Hence in thiscase H admitsa homomorphism
to H containsan
onto Z, and so the coveringspace No of No corresponding
by [19],and henceby Waldhausen's
surface.But No is irreducible
incompressible
It now followsfromScott'stheoremin [24] thatNo
theoremNo is Seifert-fibered.
is itselfSeifert-fibered.
{ Note thatp(H) has an elementof infinite
Now suppose thatp(Z)
{1}.
order; in fact, by a theoremdue to Schur [8, Theorem36.2], any finitely
generated,infinitesubgroupof GLn(C) has an elementof infiniteorder,and it
followseasilythatthe same is trueforsubgroupsof PSL2(C). If y is an element
elementof Z, theny
order,and z is a non-trivial
of H suchthatp(y) has infinite
and z generatea freeabeliansubgroupof ranktwo in H C qr(NO). Hence in No
thereis an essentialsingulartorus,i.e. a map f: T2 -, No inducinga monomorgroups.
phismoffundamental
We now applyTheorem3.1 of [27]. Recallthata groupis residuallyfiniteif
ofall itsfinite-index
subgroupsis thetrivialsubgroup.In [27],an
theintersection
"
residually
finite"ifit containssubgroupsof
infinite
groupis said to be half-way
arbitrarily
large finiteindex.By a theoremdue to Mal'cev [18], everyfinitely
generatedmatrixgroupover a fieldis residuallyfinite;thusthe infinitegroup
residually
p(H) is residuallyfinite,and it followsat once thatqr(No) is half-way
in
orientable
3-manifold
Theorem
any
closed
3.1],
finite.Accordingto [27,
No
group,we have the following"torus
withhalf-way
residuallyfinitefundamental
theorem":everyessentialsingulartorusf in No is homotopicto a map g suchthat
I of No withincompressible
submanifold
g(T2) is containedin a Seifert-fibered
2
If a # 0,
boundary.If a = 0, then = No, and so No is Seifert-fibered.
by Waldhausen's
then No is sufficiently
large, and so No is Seifert-fibered
LI
theorem.
5.3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that ri> 5 for some i. Then 7r1(N)eitheris
polycyclicor containsa freesubgroupof rank2.
free
Proof If 'r2(N) # 0, then7r1(N)is isomorphicto Z or to a non-trivial
freeproduct
and any othernon-trivial
product.But Z and Z2 * Z2 are polycyclic,
Thus
we
assume
that
a
free
= 0.
rank-two
r2(N)
contains
may
subgroup.
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One of the alternatives
of 5.2.4 musthold. Firstconsiderthe case thatN
containsan incompressible
torus.Then since 7T2(N)= 0, N is homotopy-equivalent to a Haken manifold.It is shownin [11] thatthe fundamental
groupof a
Haken manifoldeitheris polycyclicor containsa freesubgroupof rank2.
Nextconsiderthe case that g (N) has a subgroupH of finiteindexwhich
admitsa representation
in PSL2(C) withinfinite
image.
It is a theoremdue to Tits [32] thateverysubgroupof GLn(C) has eithera
solvablesubgroupof finiteindexor a freesubgroupof rank2. It followseasily
thatthe same is trueforsubgroupsof PSL2(C). If p(H) has a freesubgroupof
rank2, so does H. Hence we mayassumethatp(H) has a solvablesubgroupof
finiteindex.It mustthencontaina subgroupoffiniteindexwhoseabelianization
is infinite.
Hence 7T,(N)has a subgroupoffiniteindexwhichadmitsa homomorphismonto Z. Since 7T2(N)= 0, it followsthat N is the connectedsum of a
virtualHaken manifoldN* witha homotopy3-sphere.
By 4.2.2, eitherN* is a Haken manifold,or is homotopy-equivalent
to a
hyperbolicmanifold,or is Seifert-fibered
(and has infinitefundamental
group).
We have seen thatin the firstcase, 7T,(N)= 7T,(N*)is polycyclicor containsa
freesubgroupof rank2. In the secondcase, 7T,(N*)has a naturalrepresentation
in PSL2(C). The imageof thisrepresentation
cannothave a solvablesubgroupof
finiteindex,because everysolvablesubgroupofPSL2(C) has a subgroupoffinite
index that acts reduciblyon C2, and we saw in Section 3 that the natural
in PSL2(C) of the fundamental
representation
groupof a hyperbolicmanifoldof
finitevolumeis irreducible.Hence by Tits's theorem,7T,(N) containsa free
subgroupofranktwo.If N* is Seifert-fibered
and has infinite
fundamental
group
theng1(N*)has a normalsubgroupK suchthat7T,(N*)/Kis an infinite
Fuchsian
group.It is nothardto show(by eitheran elementary
argumentor one based on
Tits's theorem)thatan infiniteFuchsiangroupeitheris polycyclicor containsa
freesubgroupof rank2. Hence the same is trueof 7T,(N*).
Thereremainsthecase thatM - L is theconnectedsumofa Seifertfibered
2. Then by Lemma 5.2.3, 2 is a homotopy
space Q and a closed 3-manifold
3-sphere.It followsthatN is theconnectedsumofa Seifert-fibered
space N* and
a homotopy3-sphere.If the Seifert-fibered
space N* has an infinite
fundamental
group,we have alreadyseen thatthe conclusionof the proposition
is true.
Now supposethat7T,(N*)is finite.Then the universalcoveringof N* may
be identifiedwith S3; and since Q is Seifert-fibered,
the action of IF on S3
inducedby its actionon N is linear.Thus IF is isomorphicto a subgroupIr* of
S0(4) whichacts on S3 in such a way thatsome stabilizerhas order> 5.
There is a two-sheetedcoveringmap p: S3 X S3 -> S0(4) defined by
p(a, f,)(x) = a X /-', whereS3 is identified
withthegroupofunitquaternions.
For i = 1,2, defineqi: S3 X S3 _>S3/{ +1} to be the projectionto the i-th
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factorcomposed with the quotientmap. The conditionthat J* contain a
stabilizerof order > 5 is easily seen to implythat qj(p-l(F*)) containsan
elementof order > 5 for i = 1,2. The only finite,nonsolvablesubgroupof
is the group d5 of symmetries
of the regularicosohedron,
S3/-+ 1} 0tS(3)
whichhas no elementsoforder> 5. Hence thegroupsqj(p- (r*)) are solvable;
F is polycyclic,
therefore
and in particular
LI
so is 7T,(N).
RICE UNIVERSITY, HOUSTON, TExAS
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